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ALAMOGORDO,

ARMORY TO BE

BUILT FOR MILITIA
Business Mea

WILL RECLAIM BIG
NEW MEXICAN TRACT

Start Campaign First Improvement Project

for the Next Armory
Appropriation.

Un-

der Carey Act is Approved.

A campaign has been started
which it is believed will result
in the erection of a $10.000 armory in Alamogordo.
At the recent meeting of the Business
Men's club the members promised to cooperate with the local
company of the national guards
in their endeavor to have an
armory located here. The effort
va strongly endorsed and Dr.
B. H. Gudger, first lieutenant of
th" company, was appointed to
Infill an active campaign to secure the armory. Each your the
war department allows the territory of New Mexico flft.fXK) to
build an armory at some point,
the location tobe decided by the
governor and the adjutant gene-m- i.
Silver City secured the appropriation for this year and Alamogordo expects to get the one
tor !.)().

Santa Fe. N. M., Oct. 4. The
Oarey act board and territorial
engineer Vernon L. Sullivan have
approved the segregation of nine
thousand acres just south of the
Maxwell land grant, Colfax coun
ty, and on the Mora county bord
er, applied for by Hortenstein &
Hartley, of Springer, for the
Lake Charette Ditch and Irrigating company which will impound
the waters of the Ocate and
Sweetwater for the reclamrtion
of 60,000 acres.
Much interest is manifested in
i ue project as
ii is ie Gl si undei
the ( 'arey art to In approved.
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ALAMOGORDO

THE

IN

GRASP

ÍbJüeTcENTS

FAVORS STATEHOOD

i

Of THE RUBBER TRUST
Once More The Housewives of Alamogordo
Are on the Trail of the Rubbernecks.

GOOD ROAD BUILT

Congressman Bartholdt Makes Alamo Business Men's'jClub Get
Address While Guest of
Sabscriptions'Jor the
Governor.
Road.
35S
Santa Fe., N- M Oct. 4. Congressman Richard Bartholdt, of
St. Louis, on his wav home from
Hawaii, was the guest Sunday of
governor Curry at the executive
mansion and of the Commercial
club where he made an address
in favor of stateho d.
Congressman Bartholdt is enthusiastic in his accounts of the
beauties, resources and progress
of the Hawaiian islands, Baying
that the islands have better road
than the United Stales, t h a t
every child is iu school, and
that ragged, poverty stricken
urchins are not Lo be seen as they
are in American cities.

At the regular? meeting'of? Al
amo Business"IMen's club last
Tuesday night a commit'ee was
appointed to take steps to repair
the road between Alomogordo
and Tularosa. Dr. Saltzgaber.
Messrs. Buck and Jackson coin- -

-

Since the greed of man first
began to manifest itself in organization of monopolies, industrial and commercial, the American people have become more
or less familiar with trust methods. For some years the battle
cry of all those imbued with
righteousness lias bppn
CIVIC
'Bust The Trusts."
It was in this crusade against
monopolies that Terrible Teddy's
Big Stick," renowned in two
continents, reached the zenith
of its power and glory. Wield'
ed impartially, and with awful
force it fell with resounding
Whacks upon the heads of robber
barons, captains of industry and
generals of frenzied finance.
The sound of the fray penetrated the remotest corners of
the republic, the battle cries and
the paens of victory intermingle!
with the groans and shrieks of
tlios,. bereft of influence, and
left dying upon the financial

TULAROSA TO HAVE

FOR NEW MEXICO

but in such awful times no one
can think rationally, much less'
prophesy accurately.
No one
dares to predict the outcome.
Suddenly turned fatalists, we
are awaiting with whatever fortitude we possess whatever is to
be.
Business is paralyzed, most

j

-

es-

pecially the canning industry.
The entire fruit crop, which is
enormous,
is theatened with
waste. The horrible fate falls
not. only upon organized industry
but upon the thrifty housewife

I

prised the committee, and they
imiiieuiaieiy got, Dusy w eitnes- ,lay morning.': Starting with a
sunscriDtion list, thev succeed
in raising $125.00 iu cash pledges
and quite a number of laborers
and teams. Wednesday
they went to Tularosa for a
conference with the business
even-ther- e

in--

r

as well.
men of that city, l hey met
If you stood on one of the
with the most cordial reception,
streets you might see housew ife
and Tularosa will
SECRET SERVICE
in
Forest Raneer ExarniDation To
after, housewife appear at the
every way possible in the entér
SA YE TA FT
Fill
Many Vacancies On
front door and eagerly, wistfully
prise. Probably within t w o
JNational Forests.
scan the horizon. A little later
weeks an excellent road will lie
Anarchist V.'ith Revolver Jailed
Albuquerque, October 3. An connecting the two cities.
they lose patience and begin to
for Wanting to Come Closer
patrol I the town. They hurry examination to fill vacancies in
Railoads Enterina: Into Practice
down the broad avenues and the ranger force on all National Veterana of Civil Wnr'Plm to
Him Claims That he
to
Of Forestry.
thoroughfares, atd scurry thr- Forests in District Swill he held
Parade with Taft.
is Innocent.
ough the al'eys, always with October 25 and 28. From this!
Realising the advantage of mi
Veterans of both the tln-an- d
assured future timber supply, a
their faces set grim detenu ina-ti- o examination it is expected that the gray are niaki1g. plasTo
Portland, Ore., Oct. 2. Carry- - i
One approaches another:
of
number
railroads are adding
ii.
mhiid participate in the parade at the
;i revolver p.th! ripmnntTi'nn
m
M.i.p, ...
R 'J
to their forest holdings and mathe echoes of t h e "II M. Sh! Haven't yoU any at National Forests in this District reception of presidents
William
go closer to the president, who is
The examination will be held Howard
naging their forest properties for
troubles of those less fortunate all to spare? I simply must have
Taft and Porfirio Diaz.
here today, a man was arrested.
rame t o. Alamogordo.
the production of a sustained
Other- a few, else we are ruined.'' "No, at the headquarters ot each Na
CommanderiDarwin Owen has
He gave his name as Arthur wise
yield of cross-tie- s
the beautiful little city pre- I have none, yet I've got to have tional Forest in the District, at called a meeting' of the G.
for their own
A. R.
Wright,
aged 27. His home he served
its calm serenity. But them." Poor tortured souls, as the following places: Douglas, for Sunday afternoon at 3
roads.
o'clock
said iu Lowell, Mass. An investi- that was yesterday
Saf-forin the hap-- 1 they talk, tears cloud their eyes Flagstalf, Nogales, Prescott,
The succesaud economy of preat the post room in Fraternal
gation is being made.
py long ago. HOW Alamogordo jnd emotion chokes their voices,
Snowrlake, lioosevelt,
servative treatment now make it
Brotherhood hall.
The
president
was passing in is
in the clutches .of the monoply.
and Tncson, Arizona :
Down, down, all the way down,
possilde to us,e for cro3S-tie- s
wood
None of the veterans are undwais stand
Wight
automobile.
ai
As the News goes' to press there with' the rubber triisTvv
Harrison and Meno, Arkansas; er 60 years of
that are cheaper and more abunage and a great
inv by and suddenly made a has been no rioting or blood
THERE IS NOT A Flip IT Defuniak Spring, Florida; Ala- many of them arenearer 80 years
dant than the woods of longer
lunge forward.
Secret
sevice
shed, but there is no saying JAR RUBBER TO E HAD IN mogordo, Albuquerque, Caplife. By their recent purchases
of age. Instead of falling in line
men were stationed everywhere when pandemonium may
itán, Gallup, Magdalena, Santa
of tracts of loblolly pine the rail
break; ALAMOGORDO.
in the' march it is expected thai
was
and he
noticed.
Fe, Silver City, New Mexico, and
loose. The aid of the territorial
roads are'showing their appreciaLATER: All the rubber-nec- k
carriages
willjjbe provided so
"Here, where are you going?" militia and the federal govern- boys
in wild-eyetion of this fact.
terror, have Cache. Oklahoma.
wearers of the blue and wearers
demanded a secret service man ment has not yet been
While the examination is en of the
invoked. fled to the mountains.
The practice of forestery by
graymay.ride"side by side
in plain clothes.
tirely along practical lines a.nd.
railroads is especially significant,
in followingjaresident Taft's conWright
looked around and conknowledge of field conditions veyance.
in that it includes, in addition to
W. W. Cox Sick
Mr- LaSalle Given a Pocktbook
tinued to go forward. The officer
rather than book learning is conmanagement,
conservative
the
At the'meeting Sunday the (1.
W. W. Cox, the San
a o oru ii t til .
Those who passed Warren's sidered essential, the opportunicommercial utilization of timber
A.
B. veterans will make their
He was hurried from the crowd
ranchman, reached Alamo- corner this week may have no- ties for those applicants
of lower grade,
In a mini her of
with plans for the parsde'and
when
and
2
the consearched
a
gordo
Wednesday
on
night
No.
revolver
ticed on display in the Window educational advantages are concases planting i done, also with
federate
veterans
was found on him. Me was turn-- ; quite ill. Mr. Cox had been out the nurse w hich was said to have
of
John
siderably increased.
;i view to lie production, though
Brown camp will also arrange
oil over to the local police.
With at outfit anil a big bunch ot been worn to a frazzle carrying
.1
tu..
men planting is usually a suborüipni uevriopuieni
oi tlie for the parade. El Paso Herald.
i otThe arrest was runde at the cattle tor s vera! day. The cat the mortev whicfi Mr. II ?Vi p
.
ra
dinate part of the forest policy. comer ot
is maKiiig
ituiionui
roiesis
the Portland betel. tle were hard to control, unit for ñas earned timi
,
,
came to Alá- - L :.,..
;
:
'
up
i.iiuuu.)
Dog Canon Items,
where Ta ft is sta nig. The pa- two days and nights were on the uiogordo.
While
Gi A. R. Receive; invitation.
it may be On those engaged in oeniuinis
mantheir
rfcde in honor of th" president run. For that hmght of time the doubted that the purse was worn
Mr. W. F. Monroe and family
agement, and men with ability
El Paso, Tex.
bad reached the earner when a men were seaparated from the out just as described by the plawent to Alamo Saturday.
to assume responsibility and
Oct. I, li'00. secret service ma saw Wrúdrt camp wagon and had very little card, it is beyond
dispute that
iu supervisory capacities 'Messrs Whitinore and Fetz went
Col. F. J. Bu-l- i.
thrusting his way through the to eat. Sleeping on the ground '.he purse had outlived its useiii
are
demand.
11.
These more res- to the White Sands the first of
imnander of !.
Blazier crowd. He called several police- without covering and having so fulness. So
of the boosters of ponsible positions
on the Natio- the week Mr. Whitemore return
í
Post G. A. R. Alamogordo
1
.
11
l
man to the president's guard and K.tl..
s il
eu in aur,
rue. city matte up pony purse' nal Forests are
in ue 10 rot resultU..1
iox
by promo Saturday.
filled
M., Dept. of New Mexico.
sprang toward the man.
illness. He-le- ft
Oliver Lee's and purchased a new nurse, for
tion troni lower grades, so that
Dear: Sir, and Comrades:
S. D. Camp of Dog 0anon is
A sliarp
struggle followed. horse camp and rode to Camp which Mr. La
.
exceed-take great pleasure in hand Wright was securely handcuffed City and caught the train for
"
"
" the Ala,n"
ThoÍ who con "
u 'I
ing you herewith an invitation
to any of is reported better.
and a 88 caliber Smith A- Wesson Alamogordo. At the same time
A, Byus, W. E.
the more responsible and higher
from 'lie (enera Committee of
was taken from him. He carri- one of the men left for the San Warren, Emmett Hancock, Dr.
Leo Beeman and family
went
places, including that of
paid
the Presidents reception, Oct Hi ed a camera in his hand. Pinn- Augustine
out to the white sands Sunday.
ranch and rode 65 O. W. Miller, Dr. R. H. Gudger,
Forest
Supervisor.
!!()!.
ed in his vest was a special po- miles horseback.
Robert Woodworth.
Mr. J. F. George will move to
Only those men who are at
You will see there is a military
Immediately upon arrival at
licemen's star bearing the name
Dog
Canon soon for the winter to
21
least
years of age, not more
Committee, who have desiguated "Lowell Ceuter, Mas."
tthe ranch he left in the big Olds- - Y. M. C. A. for Alamogordo.
40, of good character, tem- send his children to schools.
than
the undersigned to extern! the
At the police station Wright mobile car, with Mrs. Cox and
A much needed association in perate,
The Dog Canon school ended
and in good physical conInvitations to all G. A. R. Posts was charged with carrying a con little daughter, for Alamogorde, Alamogordo is
a Y. M. C. A.
eligible to tak t.hi its first month last Fiidav anH
dition,
are
within reach.
cealed weapon and is held pend arriving at noon yesterday.
The Business Men's Club has
examination. The salary paid to the scholar are progresing splen- This is signed by me in my ing an investigation into his
Mr. Cox's condition
is now appointed a committee to arrnge
beginners is 900 a year.
aiaiy.
otficialcapacity.
much improved, and he will ptaos whereby an association of
character.
0
Applicants can secure infor
As Officer of the Day for Em-nieRoad overseer J. W 1W vv
Police Captain Bailey said the soon be able to leave for home. this kind will be formed. We
mation concerning the examina has all the Dog Canon bovsV'PEV'
Crawford Post, G. A. K. suspicious actions of Wright at
doinir
are certainly glad that a move in tion from the
11 in
District Forester time on the road this week and
visiting Oomades will re tracted his attention. Not only J. C, Dunn, Fair Representative this direction has
been
made
as
at Albuquerque, New Mexico, it has improved the look of thing
port to me the time of arrival,
of the Business Men's Club,
was his manner in endeavoring
it is one that we heartily endorse. Forest Supervisors or
the iTnifori wonderfully.
which should not be later than to reach the forefront of the
Goes to Albuquerque.
Civil Service Commission
States
10 a. m., 16 inst., in front of the
Elects Officers.
Mr. F. J. McMurray went to
crowd the cause of the alarm,
Washington, D. 0.
J. 0. Dunn, the representative
Beeekler building, corner Texas but he declared Wright's manner
Alamo the last of the week.
regular
At
the
election
of
of
')d Mesa avenue El Paso, Texas.
in carrying his camera first at sent out by the Business Men's ficers and directors of The Blaz
Forest Service Notes.
Mr. Wells and Tnmhnntrk
WOOV
Bring all the Confederate vetracted the gavernment agent's Olub, has met with remarkable er Spiral Pump Co., the follow
to
Oragrande the last of the week
Albuquerque,
Sept.
terans you can sret with vou.
80.
The
success in procuring product for ing were elected : A. N. Blazer,
attention.
on the hunt of a stolen dog they
Advise me on receipt of this. I
Wright refused to make a the fair exhibit. Pean weighing Mesealero, President: Colonel Forest Service has just announc got the bull dog all O, K.
yours truly inF. C. and L
ed that the following appoint
statement except that he wanted two pounds, pumpkins sixty five Lewis, El Paso,
Mr. J. H. Smith of Dor Canon
J. M. Smith. to go near the president to take
Blajer,
B.B.
Mesealero,
Secre- ments have been recommended went to
1 Paso
pounds, oats seven feet in length
this weak ta
mT N. Kansas street. his picture.
vuyi u- - j. wolfinger, Alamo- - in District three:
charge
take
of tome work fa
mgn
cane
ana
tweive
ieei
iota
rreasnrer.
rfi:
The
The police place little credence
Gladys M. Childers. Forest that City.
AH Confederate veterana
are the directors : A. N.
an in- to this assertion. They auapeet of other things that wa will giveJing:
Mr. J. W. Hatfield i
vited to join the G. A. R. in the Wright of using the camera as mention at, next . together with I filaker, Jamee A. Carroll. Ira O Clerk, Manzano National Forest ;
gain
from Alamo where he hae
Hugh
Hon
and
Chas.
above invitation V, J. Bush,
H.
Woolen.
, Colonel Lewis, G. J.
an excuse and that he ' is au an- - the names of the exhibitors.
Men
working at his trade.
Forest
Guard,
Arkansas
Commander. archist.
National
Yon
MBnnt
.
i.,
olwt
I
Forest; H. C. Stewart: Forest
T- Wereatret the
ThouMftae of Mountain
Dr. Ioaa Hulett. Rev. Murray wedding presenta more
Guard Oarson NtioAal
Camp City correspondent failed
xor
Monday
Blanca,
wife
home
mt
Tex. aid
returned
ierre
ingly W.Wllece, Forest Guard Hunt
to send ni any news fur 4Ua
fewtttor Evan's ski. in'Hhis isfu.
"f
night from II Paso.
er, Alamo National Forest,
Otter.
i
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FEARS

DISTRICT

UEOON

OF

COLUMBIA

ure Cure for the Soul Kits.
'Bout the ou!y cure fer th' soul kits
Is onions, but ye apt to keep takia"
Plain Dealer.
em! den-land

ENGINEER

--

Say I
Cannot tome of diese sclentlnts
teach us how to make baldness at.
tack the face inatead of the scaln
Kansas City Timet.

Government's Financial Situation
Interests Washington Experts.

Idea of a Philosopher.
tbey's tew wey uv lookirt'
thing it might help matters

"When

Too Quick Return to Prosperity Regarded at Adverse Factor to
$80,000,000
Financiers Over
Gold Exported Since Jan. 1.

tv

at a
abet one eye."

Cheat Favors Spanking.
boys al he
Washington. In analyzing the finanSpeaking to eighty-oncial situation of the government,
annual Inspection day at liurnham la- which Involves the question of
dustrial farm. In Canaan, N. Y
whether or not an issu of three per
seph H. Choate of New York sat
member has sent home a hoy who cent,
certificates shall be
hoped the head master nad a
fell into had ways and could not be used to replenish the working balknee over which a wayward boy
brought under discipline. There Is ance in the treasury, students of
might be turned.
not such a large proportion of the dis- finance in Washington regard a too
"I believe,' said Mr. Choate, "a good
trict hoys in the house as in the sen- quick return of prosperity as an adman's knee has been the turir.nt
ate. They come from many states, verse factor. The export of gold.
point in many a boy's life in the
hut some of the more distant states which shows no sign of diminution at
through nis iruuuiesume age. i riere
are not represented.
the present time, is also being careis a grand opportunity offered tbf
It is doubtless a fact that the boys fully watched with a view to ascertainbetter than the boj of
boy of
houses of congress are under ing its real meaning and probable eftasiunc.ton. Being much large in both supervision
than was the case fect on business later.
TT than the senate, with many more closer
forty or fifty years ago, limplj
opened
Generally speaking, anything which
cause the world Is growing better
members to look out for ami more at one time. A few examples
what will serve to reduce greatly the workground 10 rover, the house Is allowed the eves of the authorities to
and bigger every day, and the work
far from ing balance in the treasury from
44 page boys, and in ape they are the dangers might confront boys
at large is looking for honest, manir
influences
its present stage, would be
boys ready and willing to do b
.:
seniora of the senate paties. while home without the refining
House that are inseparable from a mothers viewed with concern. It is now untheir pay is just the same.
work."
restraint
department
treasury
the
While
care.
the
that
derstood
love
and
ages
of
liases must be between the
to be at has high hopes that the increase in
fourteen and is years. They go on is not irksome, it is designed
Was there ever a better example of
entire customs duties, supplemented by a '
duty at nine o'clock each day and least wholesome and for the
i
I
witty and concise form of eipr
the
may
among
merchants
the
small
who
youths
demand
good
of
the
stay until the house adjourns. They
sion than the answer of the grim man
makkeep
will
coin
subsidiary
silver
themselves
up
for
Washington.
grow
C
be
to
I.
ooprrl-by
rilnfdlnat.
fbotoirrmpr.
place the copies of the ltecord on the
laud.
District of who, when asked about the character
about where it now is
Mai. William V. Judson is the engineer commissioner of the
desks of members, keep the desks in ers of laws and rulers of the a great this balancesummer.
Me of a neighbor, sententlously replied:
during the
Without doubt it has been
Columbia, and is recognized as a leader in the engineering professionof the
order and are at the heck and call of
nucli unmit
"Mister, I don't know
Taking the gold reserve as an indi- it devoting much of his time at present to a careful study of the subject
youngsters to De
members whenever wanted. They are trial to most of the
him, but my impression is, be'u mito
for such cation of the trend of financial condi- safety of public buildings.
under the immediate supervision of a deprived of their vacations
stranger."
a
woods
tions, it is not generally known that
chief page on each side of the house. a long time. The call of the
to over $80,000,000 gold has been exSome of them are assigned to duty as and fields is strangely insistent
ported from the Vnited States since
Always Some Girl.
man-ltelegraph pages and others as tele- youth. Every normal, healthy, open January 1 last. This outgo can be
No matter how commonplace a man
boy vearns to get out in the
phone pages, but most of them are on
apin
may be, there Is always some girl who
to swim, vide, shoot, sail or disport partially accounted forwent that
duty on the floor.
to South
proximately $30.000,000
confined
he
To
imagines him unique in the history j
water.
in
the
on
himself
appointed
pages
are
The house
America for coffee loans, while, withtheir crops rather than to become the the universe. New York Telegram.
cannot comthe recommendation of members by within even marble walls
Japan
has
months,
two
to
last
the
in
in
few
a
Protest
milliners.
fields,
of
wares
Thousands Join
the head doorkeeper, who has general pensate for the freedom of the
happy at bought more than $10,000,000 in gold
From several friends and apprecia-torWomen say lots of things they don't
Hand.
supervision of the boys. Generally, and so the page boys are
Government's
Stay
in
buying
of
Instead
Francisco
San
at
enof bird life money has been sent
unlimited
of
prospect
the
in
last
the
think and men thinks of lots ot things
the member who has secured
Japanese
Should
formerly.
as
London,
milliners,
fighting
the
to be devoted to
from
they wouldn't dare say.
hoy's appointment will look after his joyment for a time and a rest
whose commercial backing has enon continue these purchases at the same
physical and moral welfare while he the cares wW h sit but ill at best
rate this act would, of course, have a Proposed Disposal of Bird Plumes abled them, with a staff of lawyers, to
is here, and it has happened that a young shoulders.
significance apart from mere financial
urge Uncle Sam to traffic in these
Seized by Customs Official! to the
OKLAHOMA DIRECTORY
considerations.
of mother birds.
scalps
in
Nearly
Milliners Resented
The balance of the exports, amountPlans to prevent any further possiEvery State.
ing to nearly $400,000,000, remains
bility of the government profiting by
unaccounted for and financial students
the sale of these egrets already are
their retiring than there are ministers here believe that it indicates a re
Xew York. Shocked by the thought being made in this city. State and
nuptial
selling
to retire. Hut who's going to keep dundant currency.
the
of Uncle Sam
federal officials are to be warned of
Acting on this belief they have plumes of many mother birds, butch- the urgency of their duty in this mattab? Diplomatic debris is always at
prosif
that
conclusion
young,
the
reached
of
their
ered in the midst
a premium. Discards from legations
ter, and every effort made by the peofollowing the passage of the
whether genuine or apocryphal, are perity, law, starts too rapidly it may- which were left to starve, thousands ple in states where laws are lax on
movement
tariff
a
.if Americans have joined
this point to obtain legislation forgobbled gluttonously. Most congresbe followed by a sharp reactionary of protest against such a disposal of
by governsional wives go back home laden with movement in the fall. A tendency to the egrets seized by the custom bidding the sale of egrets
sacred relics from auction houses, speculation is especially feared on the house In this city, which the govern- ment officials.
In New York state particularly the
more or less authenticated.
theory that any undue frenzy of spec- ment has just ordered to be sold here. officials whose attitude was the chief
loyal legion of congress
S65 SCHOLARSHIP
THE who hung on in Washington
One of these ardent ladies picked up ulation, with paper money so abunFrom almost every state in the cause given by the government for re
bargain, in prime dant, may create a disturbance which
during the dog days, encouraging recently, at a rare
destroy
to
decision
Its
have
versing
former
of
communications
scores
union
an oriental rug, would react on business.
their husbands, found surcease for condition apparently,
HI6H GRADE SCHOOL
been received by the National Asso the coutraband heron plumes, will be
highly prized
sultry solitude in auctions. The Wash- warranted to have been who parted
to Stay All Night.
ciation of Audubon Societies offering urged to take every possible action to
Invited
diplomat,
prominent
a
by
FléWork for hoard twa-itington female is auction mad. There's
The Hostess It's storming so hard support and urging action to prevent prevent a repetition of what is called teteFc,liorte
reluctantly upon his recall to
of tail bonki.
Br, equipped trhool in th atata ft U
a greater glamour here over the sale with it
I guess you'd better stay all night,
the nation from engaging in this busi- the "national disgrace" through the H.it Bemififton
that
which
had
rug,
ItarroOffca Adding Martvt,., Hit
country.
The
Ipwrilen.
own
anyhis
of other people's old rubbish than
loa.
Two of Amer
ness which the milliners are insist- Empire state.
Stat
it Salftrioa rwwltf in
foreign footfall, wore Mr. Scoresby.
where else In the country. Power is never known a
Guest I'm afraid I ing upon. By its lax legislation and
"We are in this fight against bird rnntn Fiant catalogua Mat out bf ni t ... tu
Dinner
The
two,
or
then
month
a
beautifully
for
Nobody
Mt(.f
ILa XlMiatippi.
always changing hands.
William
stay,"
said
bird
butchery to
one fell swoop, would put you to too much trouble, law enforcement against the
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SEMI-ARI- D

Supplying
Wide

Important Problems.

Be Discussed by Expert at
National Irrigation Congress to Be
Held at Spokane Was Practiced by Ancients.

Supplying moisture to semi-ariand
desert lands by artificial means, one
of the problems of world-widimportance to be discussed by experts at
the 17th sessions at the National Irrigation congress in Spokane. August
to 14, waa practiced by the Arabians,
Egyptians, Assyrians and Chinese,
long before the advent of Solomon,
und It has since formed a ort of agriculture of the rountreis bordering
on the Mediterranean sea. The ancient art had its origin in American
In prehistoric times, by the Pueblo
Indians, who inhabited portions ot
what are now New Mexico and Arizona and their descendants were still
cultivating the lands when the first
Spanish colonists came from tse
south, several centuries ago.
A census
would show fully
250,000 farms In the I'nited States un
der ditches, watering more than
acres of lands. Colorado leads
in the number of acres irrigated, California has the largest number of Irrigators, while Washington has the
greatest percentage in the number of
irrigators. The science is also practiced In Canada. England, France, Italy
Japan, the Argentine, South America,
Algeria, Australia, Switzerland, Helgi-um- ,
Denmark, Bohemia, India. Spain
and Scotland. It Is estimated
that
more than 75,000,000 acres are under
irrigation throughout the world.
History records that the valley of
Mareb, In Arabia, was supplied with
water drawn from a reservoir made by
a dam 120 feet in height, and two
miles in length. This wall was constructed of hewn stones and it restrained the swift current of an important stream for more than 2,000 years.
Mention is also made of the canal of
the Pharaohs, connecting the Red sea
with Pelusium. Flood waters of the
river were used to Irrigate the valley
of the Nile centuries before, and the
plains of Babylon were literally crisscrossed with canals, some of them
hundreds of miles in length. The Romans also operated
vast systems,
while the Chinese supplied moisture
to their rice lands by artificial means
before the Christian era.
Mormons settling on the shores oF
the Great Salt lake, in Utah, were the
first of the
people to
make a systematic application of the
principles of irrigation in the west.
They turned the waters of the Wasatch mountain streams upon their
holdings, the present site of Salt Lake
City, mastering the art after years of
effort. Priests of the early missions
also made use of water on the lands
in southern California, where
may be seen the ruins of pretentious
works built by the Indians. Placer
gold miners in California utilized th"
water from their ditches for Irrigation
purposes.
The result obtained In I'tah and
California induced settlers in other
states and territories to try the plan
and small tracts of land were put under the ditches in Idaho, Washington
and Oregon. The Indians in the Clearwater country, in Idaho, were the first
in this part of the country to use
supplied moisture in the cultivation of crops. Rev. Henry H.
Spauldlng, who came to the northwest with Dr. Marcus Whitman, mentioned this fact in his early letters to
relatives in New England.
Less than 20,000 acres were under
irrigation in the United States in 1X70,
but during the next decade the acreage was increased to 1,000,000. The
federal census shows 3,631,481 acres
on 64,136 farms under the ditch in
1889, the area doubling the following
decade, due largely to the extension
of the existing canals. A special census In 1902 showed 126,008 farms with
a total of 9,034,526 acres under irrigation. Congress adopted the national irrigation act that year, which saw
the beginning of the construction of
work under the control of the secretary of the Interior, the fund being
derived from the disposal of reclaimed
lands. The law provides that the cost
of the work Is to be apportioned to
the land and refunded to the government in ten yearly Installments without Interest.
e
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ELBOWS

REQUIRE MUCH CARE CARRY ALL THE IMPEDIMENTA

Effects of Season of Net and Lace
Sleeves Must Be Carefully
Removed.
Klbows which have been scarified by
of net and lace sleeves will

a season

Useful

Dressing Pouches Have
the Popularity That
They Deserve.

Automobile dressing poliches are
tapldly superseding all kindred receptacles, as thev not nnlv hnM an
Ing amount of luggage, but may
be
nuwaea into a surprisingly small
space. They are made of tan nr atnno
gray waterproof moire, leather lined
ana sirup handled, of khaki rubber-proo- f
material. Knglish pigskin, patent
leather, russet or black, alligator and
aniline walrus 'skin.
Grain leathers of various kinds of
finish are employed, fnr
bags, which have a lower portion
adapted for holding skirts and an upper section supplied with cold cream,
boraelc acid and soap receptacles, as
wen us compartments for brushes and
manicure tools.
While club, kit. Oxford and Gladstone bags in real walrus skin are
deemed exceedingly smart, they are
rather difficult to handle, whereas the
oblong shaped leather
dressing bags are wonderfully light of
weight, capacious and the vim- - intact
device for holding motoring luggage.

need very careful cuddling before they
may appear with grace in the ball
dresses of winter. One authority advises rubbing the Joint every n'.ght
with olive or almond oil, giving it a
rood scrub with a stiff brush and soap
and water beforehand. A careful drying with a soft old cloth Is an important point, but it is while the flesh
!s still warm and the pores open that
i lie oil is supplied.
In extreme cases
of roughness the operation is helped
by an
pad which should be
bound on at night.
A flesh brush may also be employed
to advantage on the small eruptions
which sometimes appear on the upper
arm and upon the back between the
shoulders. As lack of circulation is
enerally the cause of these, the friction will cause their entire disappearance in time and keep the skin immune from a second crop. The flesh
brush is likewise necessary for removing the dead skin from the body, for
if these dry particles
are left to
mother the pores the skin can .never FIXES THE DANCING SLIPPER
present a healthy or clean look. Use
' he brush with a
dry rub, Small Piece of Waxed Tape
All That
and then after the bath wield it courIs Necessary for Comfort
ageously for a good five minutes more.
and Safety.

Many girls find the
t
shoes
and pumps difficult to keep on at the
heel, but since this style of boot it
fashionable they persist in wearing
them on all occasions.
A piece ol
waxed tape, the narrowest width pro
curable, run through the binding at
the top of the shoe and tied beneath
the bow or rosette In front, will heli:
considerably to keep the boot froni
"pumping" up and down at the heel
The same scheme may be tried with
satin evening slippers.
For suede pumps, black or white,
bows made of the same leather are
now more fashionable than either felt
ribbon pump bows or fancy buckles.
In purchasing suede pumps it is bet
ter to buy those with wooden heels,
as the leather heel runs off so quick
ly and thus ruins the whole effect of
the shoe. In white shoes especially
it is advisable not to have the
heels, which become stained
so quickly with grass or mud, and
which stains it 1b often impossible to
eradicate.

PRETTY TAFFETA WAIST.

low-cu-
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SHEEP NOTES.

leather-covere-

Fashions in Trimmings.
Dame Fashion
has
stamped her approval on pipings,
laces, buttons of the large and small
sizes, embroidery and braids on the
late summer gowns. Princess, baby
Irish, duchess lace are all used. The
nets, which have answered the purpose of collar and vest for so long,
are relegated to second position.
In trimmings

Blouse
taffeta
of
trimmed with narrow brown velvet
ribbon, the ends of which are fastened
with gold buttons.
The tucked chemisette is of chiffon,
with yoke of guipure, of which the
ciffs are also made.
biscuit-colore-

Suits for the Autumn.
There has been much conjecture
oncerning the tailored suit of the futiré should the panier become' popular. But at last an inkling has been
given of what we may expect..
One of the suits for earliest autumn
' of cheviot, with Tory long coat.
The gown underneath
la trimmed
around 'the hips with a short tunic
f the cloth Itself.
This, while It
fits the figure, is cut on panier lineal
or circular, and It is only evident
when the coat Is removed.
-

.

Slips for Frocks.
The shops now offer at small prices
slips of muslin, white or colored, to
go under transparent frocks. These
ruffle, are cut low
have a
In the .neck, and have straps on the
shoulders edged with lace.
.

lace-edge-

Silk or Crepe de Chine.
When cleaning small pieces of silk
or crepe de chine or any fancy piece,
first wash' In castile soap and hot
water, then dip In betzine, wnich
lends color and brL'llancjr to it.

tomatoes.

Always have plenty of fresh, clean
drinking water handy.
The successful shepherd is the one
that carefully cares for the little
things.
One of the very best feeds for ewes
with lambs is oats and
bran
mixed.
Sheep have excellent digestion and
hence they utilize food to the greatest
degree.
Keep the floor of the sheep quarters dry, and to this end use plenty
of bedding.
If sheep are not kept constantly in
good condition the quality of the wool
is affected.
Testing the Well.
Before going down Into a well, test
the' purity of the air by lowering a
lighted candle or lantern.- If the light
burns dimly or goes ut thp .poisonous
carbonic acid gas ''damps"" can be
driven' ouf by lighting a quantity of
turpentine and rags' 'in a kettle and
lowering to the surface of the water,
and then later pour several bucketfula
of water Into the well from the top.
Test again with ths lantén and sJbte
,
the Improvement.

AT THE MOMENT.

THE

Irrigation Causes Plant to Flourish
and Preparation Should B Made
Moilsture One of World
for Care of Ripe Fruit.

Question

The gown on the right I of cornflower blue marquisette, unlined
is
trimmed with bonds of Egyptian embroidery in tones of green and blue. It
The
golden
yellow, trimmed in hydrangeas and velvet ribbon
iat is of
The frock in the middle is of white linen, with a trimming of
blue and
Mtaite embroidery.
The vest Is of tucked silk mull, and a cravat of
satin. The hat is of black Milan straw, with black velvet ribbon and a black
white
aigrette.
The gown on the left is of amethyst batiste, with insertions of
filet lace
and a chemisette of white mull. The hat is oí violet straw, with a
double
plaiting of lace.
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The tomato grows rapidly under irrigation and It will not be long before
the truckers must prepare to handle
the ripe fruit, says Denver Field and
Farm. The first thing to be procured
is the packages. Small baskets are
sometimes used for early fancy stock,
but for general use the larger basket
and the
crate Is the thing
demanded by the market. Twelve
large fancy tomatoes will fill one of
these baskets and it Is a good rule
not to sell for fancy stock unless they
come up to this standard. The crates
should be neatly made of good stock
and put together In a workmanlike
manner. Mlsdriven nails, rough ends,
and untidy appearance lessen the mar
ket value of the goods, no matter how
excellent the fruit. The first fruit te
show signs of ripening requires comparatively longer to complete the
process than later In the season. For
this reason they should be allowed to
take a good deal of color before being
gathered. For distant
shipping the
later ones may be picked as soon as
pink at the blossom ends, for they
ripen while en route and will be la
good condition when they arrive at
market. The field should be picked
daily and care should be exercised to MuHt ih nttanjres mm keep ringing
through the oM familiar grooves?
get all at the proper degree of rrpe
ness and none too ripe. It is best to Must the lint' LMpoMd by .und Is always
raitsci Judicial new?
remove the stems as soon as the fruit
is picked.
Can't tkejr over ÍK the tariff? Aro wo
four-bask-
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CACTUS

MAKES

GOOD

FEED.

drifting to our doom?
Will Un Ultimate Cotmumer himu have
nothing to consume?

Great Objection Is That Spines Are We are willing Bwmno Tumi.. should po
on with making noten,
So Numerous and Sharp That Live
Shooting in
through
lion1,
Ravage
Stock Cannot Eat Them.
monkeys, mules or billy goats
For many years it has been known If therU k
mof

that the prickly pear, or spiney

cac-

tus, was a good feed for cattle, and
other live stock, in arid regions, when
other feed gave out. But the objection to the cactus is that the spines
are so numerous and sharp that live
stock cannot eat tbem with the spines
left on. A spineless cactus has been
developed, but it will hot thrive on
large areas of the desert range regions, hence It is practically useless
for the purpose for which it was intended.
The spiney cactus grows on wide
areas of the arid regions in abundance
simply because it can hold its own on
account of its thorny defense. These
cacti can be used for live stock feed
and are excellent In times of drought,
because of their high water content.
But to prepare them for feeding, the
spines must be leraoved, which is
done by burning. Two methods are
in use. One is to hold the cacti over
a brush fire till the spines are singed
off, and the other is to do the singeing with a gasoline torch, such as tinsmiths and plumbers use. This is a
slow way of perparlng feed for a
large number of animals, yet it is an
effective way of keeping them alive
when waterand grass fall in the desert
regions of the west.
ORCHARD

ortly let us loiter In the hamIn the shade
And not make us read uImuI the sturdy
dash that K rmft made.

For

thover ami
summer's half-wa- y
we're hasting on to fall
Ami they've pestered us and vexed us
tin we cannot real at ail.

Every flay the af y era Foster row asaumes
another jihas-Anthe arguments presented but intensify the haze-- In

But

a century, or longer, we may know
Which one la right.
ita fur too hot this morning To: u
man to wateli the light.

nver

Are the White Sox explanations
coming to an nd!
Will the magnates quit remarking
the country's on the mend?

that

Though

the headlines shriek in terror,
and with wild alarm arc fraught
We ean't feel
single thrill beeuuse a
botnh suspect Is euught.

O, please

print a single paper that will
not explain just why
Orville Wright and brother Wilbur do not
think ft wise to tl :
Give us sure.ase 'from the warnings that
Great Britain soon shall see
Zeppelin commanding Dreadnaughts that
are mude in Germany.
e
Let us have an
summer, just a
lazy, Inañng spell.
When a fellow can get rested and feel
young and fresh and well.

SUGGESTIONS.

Perry Aw, are you interested in the
"Coming Young Man?"
Kitty (with a yawn) No; I am more
interested in the going young mi n.
HAD AWFUL

WEEPING ECZEMA

Face and Neck Were Raw Terrible
Itching, Inflammation and Soreness
All Trestments Failed.
Cutlcura

Proved

a Great Success.

"Eczema began over the top of my
ear. It cracked and then began to
spread. I had three different doctors
and tried several things, but they did
me no good. At last one side of my
face and my neck were raw. The
water ran out of It so that I had to
wear medicated cotton, and it was so
Inflamed and sore that I had to put
a piece of cloth over my pillow to keep
the water from it, and it would stain
the cloth a sort of yellow. The
so that It seemed as though
I could tear my face all to pieces.
Then I began to use the Cutlcura Soap
and Ointment, and It was not more
than three months before it was all
healed up. Hiss Ann Pearsons, North-field- .
Vt., Dec. 19, 1907."
fotter Pros a Cfaem. Corp, Sole Prop., BoKoa.
All in Fight Against Tuberculosis.

Prevention of tuberculosis versus
dividends is the proposition which
some of our largest insurance companies arc now trying to establish.
The Metropolitan Life recently applied for permission to erect a sanatorium for its policy holders and employes afflicted with tuberculosis, but
the application was refused on grounds
of illegality by New York State Superintendent of Insurance Hotchkiss. The
company is, however, conducting an
active educational campaign by distributing 3,500,000 pamphlets among
its policy holders. The Provident
Savings Life Assurance society has
also established a health bureau,
where Its policy holders may receive
free medical advice. Several fraternal
orders, notably the Modern Woodmen,
Knights of Pythias, Royal League,
Royal Arcanum and Workmen's Circle, have already established or are
contemplating the erection of sanatoria for their tuberculous members.
A Noble Love.
"Is the contract of dower properly
drawn up, signed and witnessed?''
asked the count of
"Yes," sighed Gladys Golden.
"There are no loopholes through
which your wise lawyers of Philadelphia might creep?"
"Not a loophole," said the fair

Gladys.

Young apple trees may be protected
against the ravages of destructive animal pests by wire netting.
In the warmer climates every one
who wishes a beautiful shade tree
should plant the pecan. It will not
only give delightful shade, but the delicious nuts raised may easily be
made a source of profit.
Cultivate cow peas and red clover
in your-- young orchard. This will benefit the trees and at the same time
give you an income.
Cultivate around your trees with a
hoe several times during the year
and keep a mulch of grass over the
cultivated space.
When trees commence to bear use
a fertilizer rich
in
potash. Wood
ashes can be used to advantage at
that time.
The value of the fruit crop in Washington, Oregon and Idaho last year
was almost $20,000,000.
If spraying is done late and the
fruit has formed, never use parla
green in the spray.
White hellebore is a substitute for
parls green, it may be applied to the
bushes dry. mixed with three times
its weight of flour.

Soup-Plat-

Boni the Prospector.
"Why," asked the man with the peculiar glitter in his eye, "why is Count
Hon! de Castellane like an old
"
forty-niner?-

"That's easy," replied the man who
needed a shave. "Because he found
a lead, made several strikes, and then
regretted ore and ore."
Four interested listeners left at this
juncture, but the man with the glittering eye observed:
'That Isn't the answer."
"Then, Mistan Tambo," sarcastically
asked the man who needed a shave,
"I'll give It up. Why is Count Boni
"
de Castellane like an old
"Because, undismayed by one failure, he is still prospecting for Gould."

nfter-noon-

-

e

No Infallible Method.
A leading mathematician of

France

gives another warning that there is
no infallible method of doubling one's
stakes after a loss. "All one can do,"
says he, "is to combine one's play so
as to have a great chance of winning
a little and a little chance of losing
much, and many chances of losing
little."

forty-niner?-

Quick Diagnosis.
"Ah! How marvelous it is to sit
and muse in the twilight," sighs the
poet, resting his cheek upon his hand
and gazing raptly into the gathering
dusk. "Here, far from the madding
crowd's ignoble strife, I hear the
Intensive Agriculture.
mystic
undertones of the music of creIntensive agriculture always follows
To my ears there comes the
In the wake of scientific
methods, ation.
shrilling
of the fairy horns, the trumwhich involve more thorough tillage. pet
call of the legions of the marchEvery inch of ground Is employed to
ing night, the filing of the armies of
best advantage, so that a ten acre
the breeze, and "
farm will often yield as much as 5C
"Lucius!" calls his aunt, "you'd
acres did before, and with less efbetter come in off that grass onto the
fort. Irrigation has intensified farm- screened porch. I hear
the skeeters
ing tremendously. It has ushered In
buzzln' like mad."
the era of small farms closer neighand bettei
rural society
bors
Another Variety.
homes. It eliminates chance In agri"See that fellow across the street?"
uncertain
culture. While rainfall is
asks our friend.
irrigation applies water to each crop
We couldn't help seeing him.
exactly when it is needed to produce
"Well," continued our friend, "that
best results. It is a scientific opera- fellow is one of the slickest men in
tion. But the value of irrigation U town'. He got the city to pay him
not fully understood until we consider five dollars apiece for pictures of the
the tremendous acreage and fertility mayor and board of aldermen just
of arid soil needing but the magic regular little cabinet photos, you untouch of water to bring forth lav- derstand."
ishly.'
"Ah," we scintillate, "he Is a

Curing the Hay.
With dry air above and dry soil be
eath hay ,wUl cmje very fast, under
the hot sun1: Cut In the. forenoon, It
r
wl11
PI1- 9V m tne
bJfYiJ0it tie. bay; tar wit very heavy
and IfWTdir .imtÓll' are dry It Is
best .to "rake in winMroWs an thour after mowing and allpw.lt to curé slowly
there. Leave some ot the natural
moisture In the ha to give it taste
and flavor. Hey too rtpe and too dry
is not only tasteless, but Is less digestible than when it is put up greener with some of the natural sap la It

"And your father's holdings in Amalgamated Whalebone, American Cheese
and Macaroni and Tin
6s
have not been affected by the recent
depression?"
"No, dearest," answered Miss Golden, firmly.
"Then I love you," said the noble
count; and two fond hearts beat as
one. Puck.

But our friend has not yet seen

It

Hypothetical Estimate.
know what I am talking
about!" argues the man with the dewlap sldewhlskers.
"You do?" shouts the ma' With the
corrugated brows "you do? Bay?- If
you only knew half as orach as I
think you don't know you'd know
twice as much as you do know!"
A

"Bin.

I

Equipped for Fast Travel.
Sorrow is an evil with many feet.
Posidippus.
IT WORKS
The Laborer Eats Food That Would
Wreck an Office Man.
Men who are actively engaged at
hard work can sometimes eat food
that would wreck a man who Is more
closely confined.
This is illustrated in the following;
story:
"I was for 12 years clerk In a store
working actively and drank coffee all
the time without much trouble until
after I entered the telegraph service.
"There I got very little exercise and
irlnklng strong coffee, my nerves
were unsteady and my stomach got
weak and I was soon a very sick man.
I quit meat and tobacco and in fact I
itopped eating everything which I
'.hought might affect me except coffee.
Dut still my condition grew worse, and
( was all but a wreck.
"I finally quit coffee and commenced to use Postura a few years
ago, and I am sneaking the truth
when I say, my condition commenced
'.o improve immediately and today I
am well and can eat anything I want
without any bad effects, all due to
shifting from coffee to Postum.
"I told my wife today I believed I
could digest a brick If I had a cup ot
postum to go with It
"We make It according to directions
boiling It fun 20 minutes and use good
rich cream and it Is certainly delicious."
Look In pkgs. for a copy of the famous' little book. "The Road to Well-Ule-

."

"There's a Reason."
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ENKOLLMEIS

Boys, 325: Girls, 275: Total,
500:
NUMBER BELONGING:
Boys, 225: Girls, 275: Total,
riiiii: Average attendance, 450V4:
Per cent of attendance, IK):
Number oresent every day,
.51(1: Number of pupils whe were
tartly, 58 : Total number of
68: Number of visit from
Schwl Board. 0: Number of visit,
14 : Number truant, 2: Number
of corporal punishments, 2:
Chas. D. George, Superintin-dent- .

ht

HOT

POTS

OF

In one run 18,000 gallons were
pumped in one hour, which lowered the well tested 11 inches
but when pumping ceased the
water returned again to its form- -'
er level, a second test was run
with an average of 24,000 gallons
per hour aud was run till the
water was lowered four feet only
to have it raise again to its usual
level after pumping was stopped.
With such wells and pumping
outfits as the above, sufficient
water can be supplied for 160
acres with an average expense of
13.00 per acre per annum for

water.
New plants of this description

are being installed throughout
the valley, which means a great
deal to Alamogorbo as all these
pumping plants in operation
mean the successful raising of
numerour crops.
Let's boost for wells and electric pumping plants.

1
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April 23, 1907, made bnmesteail apollo
5a.".S.
Si ulug
lui' K4 Sl-- i
LlüU a,o
Section 13. c', tifi
11, nw4
Section 14. tomishlp 16 S . ranga 8
E, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed mulct
irl Intention to make final Comniniaiioa
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before II. H. Major,
Probate Clerk at Alamogordo. New
Mexico, on the lath day of August. 1908.
Claimant names as witnesses:
ladwln Walters, of Alamogordo, N. M.
do
Ed Orant, of
do
Jcbn 0. Orant, of
of
Francis M. DeOroat, do
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Electric Iron.;

HE MOST EFFICIENT IRON OX THE MARKET,
Coolest at the handle, yet hottest up. n the face, with
the greates1 nmonnt of heat directly n the point.
'"The patented stan attached to the heel of ie iron is most
convenient as it is always at hanri and canau be lost or hid- den in the folds of tiie work.
l

to

Thirty Days Free Trial.
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l'astor

BEAU

aud left scandal to conjecture what

it

B. Callaway

S.

will

at

the First Muptist
Sunday at 11 a. m.
Evening Services 7 :80
Sunday school at Sl:4f) a. in.
Strangers welcomed.

FIELia...:.

He Was the Enigrr.a of English Social
Life In Hi; Day.
Beau Fielding v;is a young man of
fashion In the reign of William 111 Ills
house vas sumptuously furnished, his
hunters, backs t'tiil racers were of
great value, and "be íepl n table of
princely hospitality. " He bad no o
teusilile source of income. All that was
known of him was that he was the
fifth son of Thomas Wilson, an Impoverished gentleman of Leicestershire.
Evelyn describes him as a very youbg
man. "civil and good naturetl. but 01
no great force uf character," and "very
sober and of good fame." t)f attempts
to discover his secret were vain. "In
his most careless hours of amusement
he kept a strict guard over his tongue

M.

.

Church, South.

All regular services at theM.
E. church, South, next Sunday.
Sunday school at 9:45 a m.
Senior League at i p. m. .lun-io- r
League at 4. in.
A eordial invitation is extendV. V. Tkek, l'astor.
ed to all.
Grace Methodist Episcopal Church

Sunday School at 10 o'clock.
Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7:30
p. m.
All strangers and

non-churc- h

members are cordially invited.
John H. Murray, l'astor.
am

plensed."
He redeemed hie father's estate
portioned off his sisters and when re
monstrated with on his extravagance
replied that, however long his life
should last, ne would always have
enough to live in the same way. Some
said it was he who had robbed the
Holland mail, for which another man
had suffered; others that he depended
upon the gambling table, though he
never played for large suras. He was
the enigma of social life till his career
wus cut short by a duel. His adversary-waat that time a young man nlaiut
town like himself, John Law, who
afterward became the founder of the
famous Mississippi scheme by which
half of France was ruined. When the
mysterious Beau died he left only a
few pounds behind him and not a
scrap of evidence to enlighten public
curiosity.

An Outrageous Slandering.
The public may not know the good
story, which 1ms been a joy for many
a long day among musicians,
which
tells how a celebrated conductor, admired ami beloved by every one who
knows hhu. accused his wife in broken
English of conduct t!" reverse of admirable, to put It mildly, ne was refusing an invitation to an afternoon
party for her on the plea of her delicate health, but he evidently got a little mixed during his explanations, for
he made the following
astounding
statement, which was news Indeed to
the world la general: "My wife lies In
me afternoon, if she does not lie.
then abe swindles!"
N. B. "Schwlndeln" Is the equivalent in German for '"feeling glddy."-Oorn- hill
Magazine.
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The Spaniards and Portuguese carried
It to Madeira and tbe Canaries In tbe
fifteenth century, and on the discovery
of America It was taken to the West
Indies. Now York American.
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thermal springs and are used for bathing and drinking with excellent effects
These pots have evidently been form
ed by the slow deposition through
countless centuries of the silica and
soda which cuter into the composition
uf the waters that once welled over
the rim. The hot puts are found in the
tnlilst of cultivated fields and thriving
orchards notwithstanding the peculiar
roekllke so'.' composition.
?
One of
marked peculiarities of
the region is the hollow, rumbling
sound caused by carriages and horses
as they move over the roadways for
miles around. "Is there an enormous
Cavan Jt'.st lielow the surface and will
It ever cave In?" Is the anxious
Inquiry of every visitor alarmed at
the strange underground sounds.

dried aristocracy We bad sosa little
son artificially bald up In higk placas
and great asen artificially bold dawa In
low places, aad our own Justice loving
hearts abhorred this violence to human
nature "Lot the beat man win." That
I
America's word. That to true democracy. And true democracy aad trae
aristocracy aro one and the ame thlna
-- Owen Wiatar in The Virginian-- "

Notice For Publication.
p
Puhilcatlou required by ' C" Mat I, moj
DKPART.MENT OF THE INTERIOR,
D. S. Land Office at Las Cruces. N M..
Jul) 5, IMI
Notice Is hereby given that Albert N
Barrett, of Alamogordo. N. M. who, no

liouiv o.
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ROY E. FOX
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Raal American Arlrtacraiy.
w
through tbe Declaration of
Independence that wo American acknowledge the eternal laoojaalMj of
man, for by H we aboiiabed a cat and
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Sweet Cane From a Far Country.
It has been supposed that sugar can
was the "sweet nne from a far conn
try." meuti med in .leremiab vi. 'JO.
and in (salan xliii, 24, According to
Strabo, Nearcbus, the admiral of Alex- ander the Great, describes a kind of
"honey" front an Indian "reed" which
was probably sugar cane. Europe
seems to be indebted for the plant to
the Saracens, Who introduced It Into
Rhodes, Cyprus, Sicily, Crete and Spain
In the ninth century. The crusaders or
the twelfth century found It In Syria

i Alamngonli.
S
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Formations
Curious
Natural
Found In Utah.
Of ever Increasing Interest to natural cariosity seekers ure the hot pots,
about three miles from Heber City,
Utah, on a branch Hue of the Denver
and Uio Qrttpde railroad, running up
through picturesque Provo canyon.
This region Is a level plain, upon the
$.10.000
Government appropriates
surface of which arise in strange con- annually for building armories fusion numbers of conical shaped cisterns, the largest of them being all of
in this territory. Let us see if fifty feet high, a hundred feet In diam
we can help the boys, an armory eter at the top and twice thrt at the
base and containing hi their dark
is what we need.
depths immense volumes of water
heated to a high temperature In the
furnaces of the earth. The waters con

In another column we have
printed information of interest
to every user of water for irrigation purposeg. We are soon to
see remarkable changes in this
valley byjthe introduction of
electric pumping plants, which
are an undisputed success wherever tried. With the underground flow of water to pump
from in this section, failure in
the future will be unknown.
For the past week parties have
been terting this flow and have
found it up to the present time
to be reliable,
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ELECTRIC PUMPING PLANTS tain the usual chemical properties
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The boostlet dollar for Septeni
The oyster season is now on,
ber is waiting a claimant, send
Fatty and Latham have just rein your votes at once.
ceived a fresh supply of them.
Mr. Fatty's baby was quite
Boost if you want to be with
ns,
sick but is now doing nicely.
For Alamo is made of that kind,
The Alcazar is still gaining in
But Knock and we'll pass you popularity by giving the best in
up,
attractions than can be procured.
For she wants you another lo- This weeks pictures are excer
cation to find.
tionly fine, so also is the music
sung.
Next
and illustraned
Dead people don't make live weeks attractions are dandies.
towns. Those mummies over in Friday and Saturday nights picEgypt haven't built any towns tures Daunted by his first love,
Sun,
Are you a The Land of the Mid-Nigfor 4,000 years.
Twin Brothers and Lucky Jim.
Lacy Simins.
mummy?
We are glad that our military
company is formed of our very
best boys, none of the undesirThe
able element belonging.
Iwys are taking an active interest
in the endeavor to have an armo
ry built here next year. The

tat
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The Ne. is n sale in Ala
mngordo at
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e 5 cent, a
a
durg store.
copy.
Cloudcroft peo, e will find
The News on sale
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Where To Buy

they

aerer do."

"aUplain."
"It to so hard to drown

MM Hard.
"He sets as though ho hai
eased ta tova."
"tos. he acta as though he bad be
la It"

Presbyterian Church.
Sunday school 10 a. in.
Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7:80
We had good services last
You are invited to
Sunday.
ome again and
rienda.

bring

Christian

J''

Church-

Elti. Stacy Phillips, the ne
astor, will preach Sunday a.
11 and at 7:4o in the evening.
Iveryliody invited.
Sunday school at 10 a. m.
The Sunday school of the
t
Christian church here is in
school
Demiug
with the
ounting attendance, new pupil
and offerings as points. At the
lose of ten weeks the schooh
tied on new pupils and attendance. Pemhig beating on offerings. The contest closes January
1st, and the school here is hopeatful that all who have been in
Sunday
tendance will come next
and help the second period of
with a good start.
m- -i

aeon-es-

i

THE P0PÜUR

DRY BOOBS

CJ

aee
LadleaV Ready to Wear Dry Gooei,
Mea'e Ctotklsg aad Bate. We esdieWf
etf
tead aa tavttabaa to you to

waea

1

a, fAM. vsacae.

A. E. ANOftEWS

REALTY

REAL ESTATE

Macamente Valley
loan, Alaaief ordo Proeer'T- -

Um"

CO.

HAWKES CUT GLASS
AND

FINE BOOKLET PRINTING

Fall 6oods."

"lip-to-Da- te

PICKARD CHINA

better than

we

carry,

--so-

JETS'

W

J

ñ W

I

Oth

and Penn.

Ave.

train

4

for

the East.

Kara van Coffee. That
creamy kind at Hughes'.
Mr. and Mrs. Win.
are visiting in El Paso.

Anything in candies

rich

at

Jacob--

Jackson.
The Wednesday Bridge Whist
Mrs. G W. Young, of Tula-- '
Club held its second meeting of
rosa, was in town Wednesday,
the season yesterday. The prize
K a r a v a n Coffee. That rich was won by Mrs. William E.
creamy kind at Hughes'.
Warren.
J. E. Edgington, County Sur- - Society's leading lady has
promised us inside and exclusive
veyor is in town this week.
and Dewitt information on all future events
R, J. Chiven
many of our readers.
Butte made a trip to the White of interest to
Fribley,
D.
at the City
A.
Sands Wednesday.
on display this week
Market,
had
Everything in smoker's arti-a- a quarter of grass fed beef which
son's.

G.
Saturday

this week.
County superintendent Simnis
left for Three Rivers to spend a

part

of

at home.

few days

Tbe

Last
Day
To get

per cent

10

count on

dis-

'

ELECTRIC
LIGHT

BILLS

ADS

CLASSIFIED

Rutes for advertisements In this column
one cent a word each Insertion. Minimum charce 25 cent

FOR SAL- E- One span of
was Hue enough to make any body s
mares, four and five years old;
mouth wate;.
well broke and gentle; in good
Don't fail to see Baby Irene condition and sound. See
Fox, the child wonder in songs
Six miles West oi Ala
and dances with Roy E. Fox's mogordo.
Lone Star Minstrels, under canNear The News ofFOUND
vas, October,
Monday morning, a pair
on
fice
earmark has sold that car load
of spectacles, straight frames.
of Hour received by him a few
owner can have same by
day ago and has another on the The
calling
at News office and paying
road. He buvs in car load lots,
ad.
for
the
hence those low prices.
Mrs. Lewis Ely Martin left
old established
WANTED-- An
Wednesday for El Paso where manufacturing company desires
she intends to open a studio for a residence manager in each
county financially responsible
china painting.
for $300 to $600 in cash supplying
See Jerome and Edwards, the the demands created for our pronovelty head and hand balancing ducto, attending to the sales, deacrobats, with Roy E. Fox's Lone liveries, collections, advertising,
etc., report weekly, no canvassStar Minstrels, October,
ing. We jay good salary and
office expences ; position permaLiberAssessor W. H. Pelphrey and nent ; send referehces.
fire chief E. C. Kreamer are at- ty" Mfg. Association, 12-1- 4 State
tending the tournament and fair street, Chicago.

Xaravau Coffee. That rich
creamy kind at Hughe's.
Drive a way the blues by seeing Roy E. Fox's Lone Star
Minstrels.
D. D. Willis, claim agent for
the El Paso Southwestern was
in Alamogordo Thursday.
week.
Try some of those home made at Carlsbad this
Mush satisfaction is being excandies at Jacobson's.
pressed over the reappointment
night
Whittington,
Frank
of Rev. John Murray as pastor of
hief of police, is in El Paso on
the Grace Methodist Episcopal
a short business trip.
of this place.
church,
A first class supply of pipes,
Evans, the jeweler, is an
S.
H.
cigars and tobaccos, at Jacobson's
expert on window displays, take
Hear Roy E. Fox's Lone Star a look. Next to printers ink a
Minstrels Band Concert on prin- tastily dressed window is a wincipal street corner at noon Oct- ner. "Goods well displayed are
ober,
half sold". .
Jim A. Alexander, the
Mrs. C. S. Faust, Mrs. Harry
photographer,
Harris, Mrs, May Ducalo, and
left this morning for El Paso to little daughter Hazel have re
open an office.
turned from a camping trip spent,
Try some of those fine candies cn Mr. Faust's ranch. They reat Jacobson's
port a most enjoyable trip.
Miner Faust returned Tuesday
W. L. Carter Jr. of Memphis,
Tenu. is visiting his parents night fsom a visit to AlbuquerMr. and Mm. W. L. Carter of que. During h!s visit he played
in the baseball tournament at the
this city. '
fair, with the Magdalena
Socorro
See Will Kyler, the celebrated
Le Clair one of the pitch.
team
Fox's
E.
Roy
wire cyclist with
playLone Star Minstrels. Here Oct. ers for the old Alanu also
team.
same
ed with the

J.

8.

6.

..Reputation For Reliability..
,.
i

'

fill

OLD PAPERS

PACFIC MONTHLY, of
1

Oregon, is a beau-

tifully illustrated magazine. If
you are interested in dairying,
fruit raising, poultry raising, or
want to know about irrigated
lands, timber lands or free government land open to homestead
entry. The Pacific Monthly will
give you full information. The
price is $1 .00 a year.
If you will send twenty-fiv- e
cents in stamps, three late issues will be sent you so that you
may become aquainted with it.
Read che following
splendid
offers

Oflice

SHERRY

&

MAJOR,

H.H

Attorney at
Room

Offer No. 1 McClure's Magazine, Woman's Home Companion and The Pacific Monthly,
costing $4.50, will be sent at a
special rate of jSü.OO.
Offer No. 2 McClure's Magazine, Review of Reviews and'
The Pacific Monthly, costing
$6.00, will be sent for $3.60.
Offer No.
Life.
Ideal Home and Pacific Monthly
will be sent for $2.00.
Order by number and send
your order accompanied by pos
tal money order for the amount
to The Pacific Monthly, PorlandS
Oregon.

:

Five

9

Law.

and 10,

house in

I

.lnQt

What.

You

v

I

Want 1

A

TOWNSHIP PLAT showing

the location of your home, and

1.

H. La Salle

Si r?

(Successor to W. I. Mites)

13.

Alara. .gordo. N. M.

Robert Newton Woodwork
Examinations and reports.
References exchanged.
. . .

OW.

Alamo&ord.

MILLER.
AND SURGEON.

Telephone No.

20.

W. TOMPSON,

lawyer.
Practice in all courts and
Departments.
Offices, Suite 3 and 4 First National Bank
Building. Alamotrordo.

D R. J. G.

HOLMES.

I

T

)R.

M.

10NE HULETT,

Osteopathic Physician.
On Tenth St. Opposite the Court House.

Aiami.jfordo. New Mexico.

H. GUDGER,

R.

D. D. S

Dentist.
Prepared to do porcelain crown and
bridge work, porcelain inlays; also
(fold inlays.
OFFICE OVER WARREN'S DRUG STORE.
Rooms F, G and H.
Phone 77.
R. K.

2.

JARVIS,

Dent
Phone

n

over First National Bank.
71

ALAMOGORDO,

county.

he News. I

N. M.

Protect Your Life
and Property with an

Insurance Policy

A. F.

Menger

Agerjt
Phone 134
Teotb St.

Hotel Zeiger
EL PASO, TEXAS.

NO.

(Eropeau piso)
Rooms 75c 1 and $1.50

f

46328

PercheronJStallion, black with star.
Foaled May
1906 ; bred and owned by A. J. Dodson, Normal,
111. This splendid horse is now the property of the

14,

Conducted in accordant with
the sanitary laws of the State of
Texas. The best equipped restaurant in the Southwest. Headquarters for stockmen and minina; men. 0HAS.ZEIOEB.Prop.

fcARRlNGER'S

Land and Irrigation Ditch sur
veying a specialty, Maps aol
order!.
Bina Prints made

"JS

Phone

Office

inliven Block.

lM

Physician and Surjeon,
Offiice, Upstairs in tbe Gilbert Baildlajr.

D

your neighbors and all the
roads. A great convenience and
pleasure. Price $1.00, or FREE with
a year's subscription The News.
Plat applies to any township in the

Jerzykowskl
Merchant Taller
Custom Tailoring In latest styles.
Choice Patterns always In stock.
French Dry Cleaning and Repairing according to latest methods.
Goods guaranteed not to shrink.
Ladles' Goods s specialty . . .
Mrnrrt - 'MM
hi MM

R. GILBERT,

Office over Holland's Drug Store.

I.

Q u

42.

N. M.

Physician.

Alamogordo.

FINE PRINTING The News
has the best equipped job printing department in this part of
New Mexico. Rush Jobs Rushed.

D R. J.

Box 371.

Cost you no more to have your work done right, your materials carefully selected, than to employ.aome others who will
have to watch from start to finish, and then succeed only in
having your material ruined. You will have to watch us,
but we do claim to know. how. Our experience of nearly
thirty years is at your service.
Office and shop half a block South of Alamogordo Hotel.

Alamo-

Jack Hollister,
Cloudcroft, N. M.

Hospital Phono

83.

ALAMOGORDO.

JNO.

WANTED Good work team in
exchange for two lots and a two
Address,

C. BRYAN,

Physician and Surgeon
Res. Phone

Contractors and Builders.

gordo News.

room

FORGE

uman

j

O. D. WARNOCK & CO.

For Sale.

cents a bundle.

t

i

we refer yon to the
In soliciting jour prescription bow
fftdfrfrj Profession as to our reliability . They know. It
their doty to know. And it's to your interest to know.

Let us

with .1. q. (irant.

First National Bank Iluildiny.

14.-16.--

The most valuable asset in any Drag Stow.

Alamogordo, N. M.
Jart Kuíi o( Tin? Nhws

CHERRI

WOLFINGER.

THE

t,

a,

BUSH,

First National Bank Building.

j

.Iin'obsoii's
Rev. Bern man preached at
Cloudcrott Saturday night, Sunday and Snn.day night.
Sunny Jim. Anderson, Tula-rosTribune man made this of.
Bee a plcasent cull this week.
Dont fail to read the big adv.
of Wolfinger's in this issue, it
will pay you.
G. J. Wolfinger made a business trip to Mescalero the fore-

Office

"The Store for Good, Honest Values.

6.

J. Davis

J.

F.

Tinted States Commissioner

Office T.'pstairs

A. E. Andrews returned last
week from Kansas City, bring
two daughters with him. He expects to place, them in school.
If you miss it you will miss it,
so don't miss it. What? Roy E.
Fox's Lone Star Minstrels. Here
Oct.
Miss Helen Park has returned
from El Paso, where she has been
visiting her sister, Mrs. A. P.

W. G. Roe left, Wednesday on

Make Your Final Proofs Before

APorw.vs at l ew

Where the prices are right.

jOCAbJTEMS

Printing.

fW

EVCBYTHING IN JBWBLBY
Corner

job

office. We make a specialty
of work in this line and have
a shop equipped for the production of the better kind of

"No-butto-n"

The line of LADIES' ENVELOPE PURSES received a
few days ago are going fast. Don't be too late.
Finest quality and exceedingly low prices.

work on their booklets, catalogues, etc., will fiad they can
erure such wnMt home by

patronizing The4Pewg'

Agency for the popular
Ladies' Underwear; gcod fittirg' neat,' curable. lull line Children's, Ladies' and Men's Underwear. "Black Oat"
Hose for Children; no better made. "Biltmore"
guaranteed hose, in Ladies', Children's and Men's.
Maish Cotton down Comforters; light, warm, SANITARY.
Latest styles Lace Curtains at LOWEST LIVING
PRICES; from 60 cents a pair up.
The very latest things in Hair Ornaments, Rolls, etc.
Best line School Shoes, at reaspnable prices.
Ladies', Children's and Men's sweaters; Ladies'
Skirts and Waists.

The best cut glass and the finest hand painted'
china that art can. produce. New goods just in.
Come in and see these two lines, and yon will
find that the Drices are just what they should
be. The excuse that "freight rates are high,"
does not exist at this ?tore.
JEWELRY.
can get ho thing later or

Land men, and others who
desire the highest grade of

and will make the season at the barns of the
Alamogordo Improvement Company.
Terns;
90 to insure,; 110 cash and $10 in 6 months.

Feea&LiverySiaDle
Fine Camping

undercover.

Ground
.

your prescriptions.

Warren Bros., Druggists.

Tk

s
Tice
uwie ocrtirl
a

Home Phone 177
Office Phone, 182

P. O. Box 3
alamogordo, K.

Pennsylvania Ave., Alamogordo.

apart dnrlnt

Putting One Past the Post
By JOHN IRVING DAY

Garnering the Gold by a Special Proces Originated Within
the Confines of the High Rollers' Club

ZZZ3

I

Ot'K KliOYO, .lack Cleland
and Oat, PowatV of the
Higb Rollen' club set out
from Reno, Nev., for San
I'Yanciaco. They became acquainted with a George Hop- l. ns. interested
in Raw Hide mining
pnifMttss.

D

lioc Floyd sat la the
lotunda of San Francisco's best hotel
i lie morning after his arrival.
He had
d
with
his newspaper and
v is gazing out upon the little pari;
tieroas the street tilled with palms and
i. its of brfght-hiieDowers.
Neither
Col. Powley nor .lack Cleland had
and he was rather glad when
Hie young mining man he had met on
'In- (rain came upon him, aud he was
by a
roused from his
fieery greeting. Irfioking up, he saw
iliut young Hopkins no longier wore
mduroys and heavy hunting boots,
but was
and
(i ii
and altogether sporty
looking enough to belong to his own
marble-finishe-

d

imi-he-

i

bluo-serge-

To Tony Floyd told the proposition
of Camp as Hopkins had told It to
him. and upon hearing the proposition
Tony let out a long laugh.
Why, it s just a plain game of
double cross," asserted Tony. "He'll
break the book and get your $5,000
in one race and then tell you it was all
a mistake and make you believe it,
and then he'll ask you to dig up another $5.000 to get even with. Why, my
kid brother wouldn't bite on that old
hook."
"Yes. do you suppose I didn't know
all that?" broke in Floyd with a motion for the talkative Tony to shut up.
"What I want you for is to see if we
can turn the tables nnd get Camps
end of the bank roll."
I'm afraid not," answered Tony,
"He's worked that game four or five
times this season and always gets
away with it. He's got a regular crew
to go on and make the book and they

the afternoon, bavins
agreed to m
In a secluded spot on
the grounds ust before the race In
which Camp hid announced thai a trick,
was to be turned.
"Are you sure of that tout?" was the
anxious inquiry of Hopkins when he
and Floyd finally met in consultation
"Yes, he'd lose both legs sooner than
throw me down," was the reply. "Now,
what does Camp say?"
"He says he has instructed the hook
to take In all the bets they ran get on
Applejack. He has arranged with the
owner of that one to lose and he will
win with his own horse, Lemon
Squeezer. He explains that It might
be suspicious to the Judges If he didn't
win this race."
"That means," explained Floyd,
"lhat he iutends that Applejack is to
win and his horse will be beaten out.
How much money have you got in
your pocket?"
"Oh, about $500."
Well, go in the ring and make five
$100 bets on Lemon Squeezer, but
don't bet it in our book. Camp has
given instructions to his bookmakers
to give a shade the best price on the
other fellow's horse. He will have
commissioners there to get his own
money down quick and bet enough to
win out the bank roll on that one race.
That's the way he's got It fixed to win
our $5.000."
The two separated and entered the
betting ring from different ends of that
Inclosure Floyd noticed that, true to

THE

tunnt while neit In order and
both
behind rame Lemon Squeezer,
horses running easily. Before they
har! gone a quarter of the distance It
could L" seen that the race was between the first two horses, and the
others were strung out In single file.
In the stretch came Applejack, running
without effort, with Lemon
Sqi i i n r within safe call. A smile of
conii'nimeiit rested upon the face of
Tom Camp, down at the end of the
grandstand, while Floyd's countenance wore a worried look and young
Hopkins was shivering In the excite-men- i

"Í

kMt

CAMERA'S

USE

ll

WAR

Invention Which Discovers Se
creta of Forts and Army Maneuvers Creating Excitement
in Europe.

New

unt

In these days of
New York
tied political conditions among the
European nations, all new Inventions,
which may be useful In war. are
awaited with an eagerness only
equaled by the undercurrent of dis
trust and suspicion that prevails ev
erywhere. The latest invention makes
it possible to take photographs In the
air at heights varying from IM to 40"
yards.
Militan Europe is excited over the
experiment in aerial photography that

hoc.

"There, and 1 listened to you and
your loot," he said to Floyd as he saw
Applejack winning easily.
"Why. it's nothing more than a procession,"
muttered Floyd. "And I
would have staked my right eye on
Tony. Why. that boy on Applejack la
lacing him to death to win and the
other fellow don't seem to be trying."
the
"Applejack
wins!" shouted
crowd as the blue and white stripes
passed under the wire a good length
in front of Lemon Squeezer.
"That's one lime that I'm the goat,"
muttered Doc Floyd to Hopkins. "I'm
Borry steered you wrong, and will get
you even. Although I guess I'm in a
few thousand deeper than you are, I
know 1 gave you the wrong steer and
am sorrier for that than losing my
We are whlpsawed for
own money.
fair. Camp wins out the bank roll In
the book and we lose our outside beta.

The tver Changing. Walat Line.
Consider the mental agility It takes
to keep up with one's walat line. One
goes to bed at night la the aweet assurance that It will be under the arms
for the next two or three months at
any rate, and awakes to learn from the
headlines in the morning papers the
walat Una Is positively at the knees.
There is absolutely no use in prognosticating anything about It any longer.
That the waist line occurred at the
waist waa an axiom accepted as
aa that the earth re.
volves on lta axla, but In these days
of higher criticism it la likely to be
anywhere. It bloweth where It list,
eth. Mrs. Wilson Wood row, lnAmeri.
an Magazine.
--

--

It's hard for' some accountants to
get their balance 'fore quitting work.
"ut a darned sight harder regaining
'heir equilibrium 'fore starting

THE
BEST
REMEDY

green-hatte-

Por Women-L- y

dia E. Pink
barn's Vegetable Compound

Bet.

Noah. Kv. " I was passing thrnurh
the Change of Ufa and suffered from

All alone, I see." remarked Hopkins
as he touched Floyd upon the shoulder.
' it you've not been to breakfast, I'd
like to have you join me."
"I'd be pleased to," assented Floyd,
who had grown hungry waiting lor his
rienda.
"Those fellows who came
with- me must he taking an extra portion of sleep this morning. I'll not
wait any longer for them."
Down in the grillroom a breakfast
vas served, the equal of which is not
o be had in any other city in the
Inited States, oxcepting, perhaps,
New Orleans. By the time Floyd and
Hopkins had lit their cigarettes they
,vere conversing as old friends.
Oh, look who's arrived!" burst out
Tony the Tout, upon catching sight of
IToyd and his party. "If it isn't the
l!lg Doctor, and I haven't seen him
.since Hamburg was a
And say," wjiispered Tony, in confidential tones, "find out
what
business that young man who was
with you this afternoon has with old
Tom Camp.
They were off in a corner for a long time and if your friend
ain't some wise fish he's apt to be bit."
.That night after dinner Floyd, in
(inversation with young Hopkins, cautiously led the talk up to Tom Camp,
and then asked the
question
;is to whether Hopkins had entered or
vas about to enter into any deal.
"Well, I'm rather ashamed of it,
it does look like a crooked deal,"
returned tlonkiiis; "but I'm a lot loser
mi the game, first and last, and it looks
like x chance to get even, so I was going lo take it. If you know anything
nliout Camp, you know he has some of
ilie best horses on the track. He says
he's been in hard luck this winter and
lost several thousand dollars bucking
the faro bank. His proposition is for
me to put in $5,000 to help back a
book. He will put in $5,000 of his own
money, making a good strong bank
roll. The books are all making money
now, and besides the even break we
would get in on the regular play;
Camp says he can fix a race or two so
we can win some sure money. He is
i rtain that we can pull out $25,000
each in a week."
"That all listens well," broke in

neaaacnes, nervous
prostration, and
hemorrhages.

French Army's Aerial Photographic
Apparatus.
French minister of the marine,
Alfred Picard. has been making
off the coast of Morocco. Capt.
has been working for months
past to develop a machine that would
produce a clear and detailed view of
a country. Its forts, encampments and
The results have
general outlines.
gone beyond all expectations. A photograph of Casa Blanca has Wn
taken by thia wonderful camera ai 1
altitude of 400 yards and three miles
from shore.
In structure this machine resembles an enormous box kite. To It !s
attached a cable by which the apparatus can be made to ascend or descend at the will of the operator.
When the desired height is attained
the aim can be accurately taken and
The
the snap worked from below.
whole photographic outfit is so simple
that it can be placed on the deck of
a boat, and worked at sen with as
satisfactory results as from the land.
The importance of these pictorial
documents in time of war Is obvious.
By the aid of these aerial photographs
the enemy can tlx with precision the
exact disposition of the opposing
forces, while their entrenchments and
forts no longer will be a safeguard.

"Lydla E.
Vegetable
Pink-ham-

the

M.

1

CHAINS

TRAMPS

TO

TREES

New Jersey Constable Devises "Lock-UpThat Is Terror to Weary
Willies.

"

's

Compound made me
vrell and strong, so
that I can do all my
housework, and attend to the store
and
and
I feel muchyounger
than I really am.
"Lydia E. Pink- s
comnouna
ham vegetable
is the most
successful remedy for all kinds of
female troubles, and I feel that I can
Mbh. Lizzik
never praise it enough."
Holland, Noah, Ky.
of
The Change life is themost critical
period of a woman's existence, and
neglect of health at this time invites
disease and pain.
Womeneverywhereshonldremember
that there is no other remedy known to
medicine that will so successfully carry
women through this trying period as
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, made from native toots and
herbs.
For 30 yean it has been caring
women from the worst forms of female
ilia Inflammation, ulceration, displacements, fibroid tumors, irregularities, periodic pains, backache, and
nervous prostration.
post-offic- e,

If you would like special advice
about your case write a confidential letter to Mrs. Pinkbam, at
Lynn, Mass. Her advice 1 free,
and always helpful.

'mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmt

AN ITCHING SKIN

Delanco. N. J, The good housewives of this locality have risen up
as one and called blessed George F.
Hahner, constable, "Pooh Bah" and
regulator of the morals of this model
village. As a terror to evildoers and
various stray persons afflicted with

Is about the moat Ironhlfmimf
talas there I. Yen know It It
ou'e ever hud any kind of
kin trouble. But ther all
war, disappear every but eat
every pimply,
Itrhlac,
eruptive kind at dlaeaae of the
nkla whea yaw treat thru u a
bos of

HUNT'S CURE
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Floyd.

"What's the matter with" it?" questioned Hopkins. "I don't know why
I'm telling you all this, anyway. You
might queer my game for all I know."
"No, I'll do nothing of the kind," answered Floyd. "But I'll bet you five
hundred now that it I don't save you,
( amp
will trim you for whatever you
put in. If it's such a sure thing, what
does he want with a partner to share
ihe profits? Any. time a man offers
you something for nothing, lock up
your bank roll and keep your hand on
your jewelry. Do you follow me?"
"Yes, it does look that way," assented Hopkins; "but you see he needs
$10,000 to make the book safe, and he
only has about $5.000 in ready money
that he can lay his hands on. That's
.why he wants some one to come in
with the other $5,000."
That's just what they all say, and
now I'm convinced lhat you are scheduled to be the goat," announced Floyd.
Hid he explain to you just how he
was going to pull off one of those alleged 'sure things?' "
"Yea, there's a race on the card tomorrow in which he has a horse entered that can win. He also controls
the only other contender in the race.
He can throw the race to whichever
borae he wants to. You know that's
possible, don't you?"
"Yes, I've seen such thinga done, and
then again I've seen them fall moat
awfully hard. I can see now how
easy it will be for him to break the
book and get your $5,000 on one race.
Come on up to my rooms and I'll in
itiate you into the art of beating the
double cross, if there's any chance to
do it ; nmMf there Isn't then you'd bet
inr keep your $5,000 In the bank, or
have a trustee appointed to look after
it for you. 'You may be all right on a
mining proposition, but there are a lot
of other things you've got to learn."
Within 15 minutes Floyd, with the
aid of the telephone, bad located Tony
the Tout, and In another half hour
that wise bug of the turf had arrived
at Floyd's rooms, wondering for what
tie was wanted, amttyleased all over to
be summoned Into the presence of so
august a personage.

--
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GET YOUR MONEY BACK.

Ask Druggist for Hunt's Gun.
"AIN'T YOU
all aland in with the play. I suppose
he's told Mr. Hopkins that be can put
a man in the box to look out for his
interests?"
"Yes, he said I could do that," assented the young mining man.
"Let's look over that race he said he
could fix for
was the sudden suggestion of Tony as he produced
a paper in which was a list of the entries for the next day's races. "Oh,
I've got the old badger!" was the sudden, gleeful outburst. "He was right
about there being just two horses in
the race with a chance to win. Oo on
and put in the $5,000 with him and I'll
attend to the rest when I see you at
the track
Just put a wise
one in the box to see that no one runs
away with the bank roll, and after that
race we'll have old Camp ready to take
the high dive from the top of the ferry
boat."
"What Is It you're going to do?" waa
the suspicious inquiry of Hopkins.
"Never mind what I'm going to do;
the Big Doctor will stand for what I
say, won't you, Doc?"
"Yes. I don't know what it is, but
If you are sure you can put It through
I'll take all, or half, of Hopkins' end
of the $5,000. HI give Hopkins $2,50
in the morning for a half of his interest and he needn't let Camp know
there is any one else in on the deal.
Jack Cleland can be the man in the
box as lookout."
When Floyd arrived at the race
track on the day following his talk
with Hópkins and Tony he saw a new
bookmaker's stand in the line under
the shed of the betting ring. In this
stand was seated Jack, Cleland, Who
was supposed to be there as an assistant to the cashier, but no glance
of recognition passed between the
two. Floyd and Hopklni also kept

A. B. RICHARDS

WISE

TO

WHAT'S

HAPPENED?"

his prediction, the new partnership
book had put up 2 to 1 on Applejack
while the other books were laying a
shade less than that price. A moment
afterwards he noticed that the partnership bookmaker rubbed out the
price against Applejack, announcing
that he had all he wanted of it. Floyd
knew by this sign that Camp had bet
enough of his own money to win out
the money that was in the book. Walking quietly through the ring, he
stopped long enough before a number
of books to make several
wagers on Lemon Squeezer. He already had given Tony $1,000 to wager
on the same horse.
Thomas Camp, besides getting all
the money to be had In his own book,
also had wagered hundreds on Applejack In other books about the ring, and
was surprised to note when he returned from the paddock, where he had
just saddled his horse and given final
Instructions to the Jockey, that the
price against Lemon Sqneezer, his own
horse, had not gone up in the betting.
He was unaware that a large amount
of money bet by Floyd had forced the
price down. He had no time to investigate, however, as the horses already
were at the post, and he hurried to a
point of vantage from which he could
view the race.
Across the track In the infield Tony
the Tout and Hank Harlin, owner of
Applejack, stood talking together. Doc
Floyd, watching the pair through his
fieldglasse from the grandstand, saw
Tony pass a email package of bookmakers' tickets to Harlin.
"They're off!""came the buzzing cry
of the crowd in chorus aa the barrier
r
over at the
pole whizzed
up and a field of eight horses leaped
forward. The Blue and white striped
jacket and cap of Applejack showed in
good-size-

three-quarte-

Come on and let's get a bottle of wine
No use cryiug over spilt milk now."
The two men, drinking large glasses
Of wine at the bar, paid slight atten- Hon lo a sudden cheering and comino- tlon on the outside.
"I guess we put over a good one
that time, didn't we?"
Floyd
looked
upon the
around
smiling face of Tony.
"Why, you young hound, I ought to
break your head ,with this bottle," he
said in low but dangerously threaten-

ing tones.
"What's the matter, pal? Ain't you
wise to what's happened?"
"No, what is it?" broke in young
Hopkins, anxiously.
"Why, Applejack was disqualified
for not having up enough weight.
Somehow or other Hank Harlin waa
careless in putting his lead pads to
make the extra weight along with the
saddle, and the jockey lost ten pounds
of lead while he was at the post. Careless of Hank, wasn't It? He's been
looking for a chance to double cross
Camp and fell for my little scheme
when I told him how much money we
would bet for him on the other horse."
' And then we've won In
the book besides the outside bets?" exclaimed
young Hopkins, auddenly realizing that
Tony the Tout had made good.
"You should have told us how you
were going' to pull It off," drawled
Floyd. "We nearly bad heart failure,
and you can't blame ua tor doubting
you, can you?"
"Well, I've showed you that I could
put one flver.iahyway," returned Tony.
"And now, so far as I'm "concerned,
they. can. turn ail the race tracks Jn the
country into golf links. I'm going Into
a decent respectable saloon business
backhome."
.

(Copyright, VKi, by W. O.
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Hahner and

"Lock-Up-

"

Tree.

wanderlust Maimer has achieved a
reputation second to none.
For years this Jersey hamlet was
pestered to death with the most variegated assortment of tramps and amateur handout artists that ever worried women into losing their naturally-angelidispositions. The pies that
mother made were no longer safe
when set out on the back porch to
cool off. They disappeared like magic.
Likewise,
the
spring
chickens, saved for the preacher's special delectation, were swept from the
roost in evening hours.
When the
situation got desperate the women of
the village railed In a body one day
on Hahner and demanded protection
for their erstwhile happy homes.
Hahner's excust has lmi that, lacking jail facilities, there was little use
In placing the offenders In
the toils
of .the law. go he had been
content
to chase "them away with
veiled
threats. Then It was that he devised
a tree
"
whose efficacy has
been demonstrated to such an
extent
that fame has come to t Mr town
and
tramps that used to infest the place
give it a wide, berth.
Hahner ordered an extra supply of
handcuffs and some of the tramps
caught in his next raid were
chained
to trees In the village street
The experiment was an astonishing success,
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WHAT SHE ESCAPED

PAINT DURABILITY.

ONE ON JOHNNY.

Long

Pawed the Experimental
Stage and Shows Astonishing Possibilities.

The first thought in painting should,
of course, be durability and durability means simply pure paint properly applied.
Pure paint is pure
The last word in agriculture, and
white lead and linseed oil (with or
an important one. is dry farming.
without tinting material).
our beautiful, soft tan
Some idea o. the significance of the
Some years ago the
was
Farmer Mutt Learn to Savt the Rain new science was shown by the
No. 29 for the
shade
recent
likely to get adulterated or counterWater by Harrowing, or Some
congress of dry farmers at Cheyenne,
your living room,
of
walls
feit white lead If he was not familiar
which was attended by about 1,000
Other Method to Prevent
with brands.
he may buy
room,
hall or den,
dining
delegates.
Evaporation.
Including several from forwith perfect safety if he only makes
eign countries. Few of these men are
with No. 26 for ceiling.
sure that the Dutch Boy Painter
While we abhor a popslruLst and do theorists. Almost all are practical
trademark Is on the packages of
nut wish to appear as one we believe tillers of the soil, some on an exten
white lead that be buys. This tradeJohnny,
He was a
is locking the atable door before slve scale.
mark was adopted by National Lead
little cash. She was both pretty
The object was to discuss methods,
the borae la stolen and not after.
Company to distinguish the pure with pert.
He said: "Do you know,
and
The excessive rains so common In aud in this they had the advantage of
white lead made by them from the Dolly, I am something of a
The Sanitary Wall Coating
mimic? I
early Jasa have resulted in packing the advice from fellow farmers and from
worthless adulterated and fake goods. can take almost anybody off"
surface of all small grain fields which government experts. The dry farmJack There goes young Softy. He It Is a guarantee as valuable to the
She said: "Then take yourself off,
Alabastine I s a pow4cr made of alaba tt er
will surely cause a decrease in the ers have set out to conquer the aridr
took his flnacee out rowing last Sunas the education of a old boy. I'm expecting
some one to
rock, acid in package. Simply mixed
grata yield where harrowing is not ity of the western plains, and they day, rocked the boat, and the poor paint expert could be.
cold water and appliad, It la far
with
take me to supper."
done an soon as the surface Is suffl- - feel certain that many million acres gll was drowned.
better than k a leo mine. Mora beautiful,
A
Judge.
Candid
lently dry to prevent the soil from which have not been considered as
mora healthful and mora económica'
Ruth Lucky girl!
Decidedly Rattled.
fit residences for coyotes are
A Dover lawyer tells a story
In
sticking to the harrow.
Jack Why do you say that?
not only
Of an Irishman, named Dogherty, a Ask dealer tor circular showing tints.
While passing through Minnesota susceptible of cultivation but may yet
Ruth Why. she might have lived which figures Hon. H. L. Dawes, who, speaker of rare eloquence, the followit seems, in his younger days was an
and North Dakota recently we were become the stock fattening section of and married the idiot.
story Is fold: After one
indifferent speaker. Shortly after his ing amusing
firongly impressed with the Import- the country.
of his speeches he asked Canning
to
case
admission
There Is nothing new about the
the bar he had a
FOR MONTHS.
ance of this work nud believe the
only fault
which was tried before a North Adams what he thought of it. "The
yield of the average field could have basic principles of dry farming.
It
I could find in it," Canning answered,
was
peace,
of
the
practiced by the ancient Egyp- Hope Abandoned After Physicians' Justice
and Dawes was
heen Increased from '0 per cent, to
opposed by a lawyer whose eloquence "was that you called the speaker, 'Sir'
Pc.alljv: JjejCqry d by
4(J
Consultation.
er cent, providing the season Is tians and Aztecs. It consists of conoften." "My dear friend," said
attracted a large crowd. The justice too
tbeae Little Pills.
normal, but should a dry season fol- serving in the soil such natural moisI
CARTERS
you
Dogherty,
state
the
knew
"if
Mrs. Enos Shearer, Yew and Wash- was perspiring in the crowded room
low the difference would be greater, ture as falls, small though It may be.
They Aleo relieve Die
you would not
speaking,
was
in
while
and by fallowing
treaafrom Dyepepela.ln
f
says Campbell's Scientific Farmer.
the land on ington Sts., Centralia, Wash., says: and evidently fast losing his temper. wonder if 1 had called htm Ma'am!' "
ITTLE
dlgealioa
ami Too Hearty
For years I was Finally be drew off bis coat and, in the
One thing the farmer must learn alternate years raise the crop with
Eating. A perfect remweak and run down, midst of the eloquent address, burst
and that is to save the rain waters two years' moisture. The conservation
edy fur Dlzslneae, NauAbout Time.
could not sleep, my out:
ILLS. sea, Drowsitieaa, Bad
when they come by harrowing, diski- is done by maintaining a pulverized
Dorothy Can I have some water to
Taste In the Mouth, Coo
"Mr. Attorney, supposing that you
limbs swelled and
ng, or some manner of cultivation to dust mulch which breaks the capilchristen my doll, mamma?
ed Tonfrne, Pain In tea
the secretions were take a seat and let Mr. Dawes speak.
stop evaporation and hold the water larity of the sun's rays with the moisOh! no. 1 don't like you
Side, TORPID LIVER.
Mother
I
want
to
out
thin
crowd."
this
ture
They
troublesome;
pains
Purely Vegetable.
Bowels.
Dry
regulate
underneath.
the
farming has
in the soil, not simply to mature the
to play with water.
long
passed
were
Intense.
was
the
I
experimental stage,
crop, but that he may have an ample
Dorothy Well, can I have some SMALL PILL. SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.
fast In bed for four
supply in reserve for the next year's and the exhibit of grain, forage, vegeSheer white goods, in tact, any fine wax to waxlnate her? I'm sure she
tables and fruits raised by this means
months. Three docGenuine Must Bear
i rop.
goods when new, owe much of ought to have something done by now. CARTERS
wash
tors
made
said there
at Cheyenne were astonishing
In an early number we will discuss
Signature
I've had her three months Windsor
way
they
to
their
the
attractiveness
no
in
cure
me,
for
size
and I was given up to
ITTLE
and quality.
fully the many advantages of holding
Magazine.
are
laundered,
being
in
a
done
this
TlVER
Being
die.
When
urged, I used Doan's Kidit is known that during the
water in the soil the entire year
ney Pills. Soon I was better and in a manner to enhance their textile beauthrough, and the numerous ways In last live years in Colorado alone
Still Inimitable.
few
weeks was about the bouse, well ty. Home laundering would be equalacres of arid lands have been
REFUSE SUBSTITUTES.
Cricket Men are flying.
which this makes it possible to not
First
ly
proper
satisfactory
was
attention
it
strong
and
again."
only increase the yield but to preven: put under dry farming to the tremenSecond Cricket Perhaps, but they
given
to
starching,
the
first
essential
Sold by all dealers, 50 cents a box,
dous enrichment of the state, It will
too low yields.
being good Starch, which has sufficient can't make music with their legs.
Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Water in the soil is not alone valu- be seen what possibilities there are in
strength to stiffen, without thickening
new science of agriculture.
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increasing available fertility as well now upon these dry lands of western of his life to go to bed at nine o'clock improved appearance of your work.
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Even doctors disagree and when
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Excessive Rains Will Surely Decrease Small Grain Crops.
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A cubic foot of water (172S
cubic inches of distilled water-at 62 degrees fahrenheit, Weighs
62.335 pounds which is the Accepted standard today for all cal
culations, for ordinary work a
cubic foot of fresh water is as
sumed to weighs 62.5 pounds.
A cubic foot of sea water weighs
68.976, or approximately 64

JONES, Prop.
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We are showing interesting and educational
pictures. Come in and spend the evening.
Two shows each evening.
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AdmlMlon to All 10 eent
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A cubic foot of water contains
7.48062 U. S. gallons or 6.232 imperial gallons.
A U. S. gallon contains 231
cubic inches, and weighs 8.330
pounds for fresh water, and 8.
5i pounds of sea water.
A imperial gallon contain 277.
274 cubic inches, and weighs 10.
.1005 pounds for fresh water, and
10. 266 pounds for sea water.
A "miner's inch" is a term of
California origin of a more or less
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Is now open for business with a new and
line of groceries.
Free delivery of all orders. Don't forget to
up-to-da- te

& Capuano,
s'( Jarrett
On Penna. Ave.
No. 12
'Phone

Holmes Cleaning Works
109. New York Avenue.

We Lead, the Rest Follow
French

and Repairing. Specialists on Ladies and
Cents Clothing, Silks, Feathers, etc.

Dry Cleaning

Cash Meat

Market
your livestock,

Cattle, Hogs, Etc.

The on!y place in Otero County

where you can get a White
Pine Screen Door
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Hold fined. Flour, Meal, Grain and
Hay call on us at Cooper's old stand, 9th Street
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Electrical Supplies. Auto ard Gasoline
Engine' Supplies.

shoes reg. 6.00 BOW 4.W.
shoes reg. 4.00 now 8.00.
now 2.io
shoes reg.
shoes reg. 8.00 now 2.25.
shoes reg. 2.50. now 2.00.
shoes reg. 2.00 now 1.60.
shoes reg. 1.75 now 1.40.
ladies shoes reg. 4. IX) now 3.0.
Ladies shoes reg. 8.50 now 2.50.
Ladies shoes reg. 3.00 now 2.X.
Ladies shoes reg. 2.50. now 1 .75.
School shoes reg. 2.25 now 1.50.
School shoes reg. 2.00 now 1.40.
School shoes reg. 1.50 now 1.15.
.1
The Shoe Man.
. Rnfihev.
Alamogordo, New Mexico.
Men's
Men's
Men's
Men's
Men's
Men's
Men's

General Repair Shop. Wiring Done.
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and Penn- - Ave.
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'Phone 56.

J. Q. GRANT,
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City Uivery and Transfer
Good rigs, caretul drivers and
Is now ready for business.
town just liast of News olfin.Office
up
genteel treatment.
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Phone

College Notes.
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School still moves on in the
way that looks good to all inte-

The monthly tests have
proven that (here has been some
nard studying done already.
Each successive month ought
mk! no doubt will be better than
in
the last.
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HENRY J ANDERSON,
Debating is becoming an
Cashier
Vice President
PresiJant.
feature of our society.
The debate on the program lat
Friday was "Resolved that lire
his been a greater agent of des
truction than water." The pro- grain read.amirmation. Pfaffen-bérgeHall, Neg, Funk,
but as Funk was not able
to be present, Pfaffenberger deCONDENSED STATEMENT
fended the affirmative.
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regular price.

One second foot for 24 hours
equivalent to 86,400 cubic feet
in one day, in other words, one
cubic foot per second run off from
1 square
mile would, if held ili
on this area, cover it to a depth
represented by dividing 86, WO
by the ftumber of square feet in
a mile. 67i878,400, or 5.280 somar- -

rday

Doh

Selling out I offer my entire
stock of shoes including harness
addles and shoes until closed
out at least 20 per ceut below

feet.
i

W

FOR SALE.

gallons.
One second foot equals 1.98
acre feet, or approximately two
acre feet.
One second foot flowing 21
hours equals 1.988471 acre feet,
or very nearly two acre feet.
The number of days in any
month multiplied by 1.98847 will
give the total discharge in acre

Fribley
See him before you sell
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E. A. ELLIS, Prop.
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re You Behitid?
Say!
CASH FEED STORE
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indefinate unit, depending on
the locality, varying from a flow
of 1.25 to 1.80 cubic feet per mi
mite. It is approximately 11.6
r. s. gallons per minute,
As few persona use idéntica!
means of measuring the inch, it
is substantially the quanity of
water that will flow through an
aperture one inch square, in a
plank two inches thick, the water
being at rest, and its surface four
inches above the upper edge ol
the opening,
Bach square inch of this open
ing under these conditions
lit s a ".Miner s inch," pi
about the equivalent of a flow o1
1,5 cubic feet per minute: to bi
more correct, a flow of .024(H)
cubic feet per second, 1.499-feet per miitoto;- A
'.'miner's inch" in New
Mexico is one fiftieth of a second
foot of water, or 1.20 cubic feet
per minute, which equals S.OTti

use our telephone.
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ir,
..men hv the material of
w.Kieh it is made, what the inide
of the ditch is composed of, and
by the grade.
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the with one year's cash subscription SUPPLIES
square feel bo there will
ame number of cubic feet in un to The .News. The map alone is
worth more than the subscription
acre foot.
The acre foot of water is a amount. But if you are already
quanity equivalent to an area of a subscriber, or whether you are
one . acre covered one foot in or not, you can get the map for
one dollar. This is an opportun
depth, or 48,560 cubic feet.
An inch of water under 4 inch ity that does not come to you
pressure equals 12,S60 gallons every day, as the government
during every 24 hours, equal to price for a much less complete
,
one fiftieth of a second foot, or map is $4.00.
one eight of an acre foot.
L. C. Jarrett, formerly with
An inch of water under 4 inch Mrs. Lawrence in the dairy busi
i
pressure equals 648,000 gallons ness, has purchased an interest
Good typewritten letters convey
per second foot in 24 hours, or in the in the grocery business of
an impression of good
27,000 gallons per second foot in Capuano.
the machine is otten
Mr. Jarrett has many
for
one hour.
the appearance.
responsible
glad
to
will
know
be
friends that
An inch of water under 4 inch of his new venture.
pressure equals 108,690 gallons
Win. J. Bryan Jr., passed
in an acre foot for 24 hours, or 4,
Alamogordo Wednesday,
though
820 gallons per acre foot in one
returning
to his home in Tucson. types always reach the proper printing point. The type-ba- r
opehour.
home,
Brvan
has
been
the
at
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rates
through
or
with
a guide a feature peculiar to the Und";
A continuous flow of 215,000
attending the
gallons per minute are equal to Lincoln. Nebr..
wedding of the Great Com wobble. Good looking work is assured and the Underwood feature
24.000 inches under a 4 inch silver
prevent operator's blunders.
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known hotel in Ala- ftioaordo. Under the new management
to 2.00 a dav
tr kw
and the service has been improved.
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giveo to families 'and
SPECIAL attentioo
Parties.

Mrs. Bertha B. Neal

Southwestern Hotel
and Cafe,
EUROPEAN PLAN
J. C. JONES. Prop.

Now Open for Business
This hotel has opened for business with
everything brand new.
The best equipped Cafe in Alamogordo.

A

Renter Winer for 35c

A.

I

J. BUCK

UNDERTAKER

The

Printing

'

Point

j

The Underwood

pressure.
To cover one acre of land
inch deep 17,192 gallons of water
are required.
Flow of water in pipes should
not be greater than 800 to 720
feet per minute.
Flow of water in wooden plumes

moner.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Barclay
who has been here for the put
few weeks left last Monday for
their borne in Huralaad Missouri
If you wish to know all about
Otero county, write the Alamo
Bosineos Men's ULud.
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